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Following is a list of books suitable for school libraries. These titles have been added in the last year.

Angus and the Cat • Marjorie Flack;
lower. Angus, the little Scottie
dog, has learned many things.
But he hasn’t learned about cats.
Then one day there is a cat lying
on the sofa. How fascinating!
But when he chases her upstairs it seems she disappears. Where is that cat? 32 pages; paperback; Square
Fish. #14300. $7.99

Angus and the Ducks • Marjorie
Flack; lower. Angus is a little terrier who is curious about everything, but especially about what
makes that big noise in the next
yard. Then one day the door is
left open, and he scurries oﬀ to see what is beyond the
hedge! 32 pages; paperback; Square Fish. #14299. $7.99

Anita and the Driftwood House • Margaret
A. Epp; middle/upper. Ten-year-old
Anita is moving with her parents to
the orchard country of Nova Scotia
because her father is ill and unable
to work. Her world is impacted by
an orphan boy, boisterous cousins,
and an old “wanderer” who shows
up unannounced. And then comes
a great surprise: Anita inherits a house made of driftwood on MacAllister Island! Read this book to enjoy her
many adventures in this place of fishermen and bubbling streams. 128 pages, paperback, AB Publishing.
#14432. $5.95
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Arrow over the Door • Joseph Bruchac;
middle/upper. Is it possible to be
peaceful during a time of war? A
young Quaker lad during the Revolutionary War is about to find out.
A group of Indians shows up at a
Quaker meeting. What will happen?
Told from the alternating viewpoints
of the young Quaker and a young
Abenaki Indian, this story is based on a true happening.
89 pages; paperback; Puﬃn Books. #11500. $5.99

Betteken’s Refuge • Diane Yoder; upper.
When persecution comes to the city
of Antwerp in 1573, Betteken Wens
is afraid the priest will find out that
her father is an Anabaptist minister.
Then Betteken’s mother Maeyken
is captured and imprisoned for her
faith. Her absence leaves a void in
the family that cannot be filled, and
Betteken wonders if God hears their prayers. Walk with
Betteken as she faces fear and uncertainty but finds
refuge and peace in God at last. Based on an account
in Martyrs Mirror. Historical fiction; 144 pages; paperback; TGS International. #13893. $8.99
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Blossoms on the Roof • Rebecca Martin;
middle. Eight-year-old Polly lives
with her family on a rented farm
in Indiana in 1894. Times are hard,
and they can’t aﬀord the rent. But
adventurous Father hears of free
land available in far-away North
Dakota. How will they build a house
out on the prairie with no wood
orders@gospelpublishers.com 
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nearby? How will they turn the tough prairie grass into
bountiful fields of wheat? Where will they get water?
Read this story about real pioneering to find out! 160
pages; paperback; Ridgeway Publishing. #13476. $8.99

oﬀ in pursuit of a ferocious enemy. 252 pages; paperback; Lone Oak Books. #14192. $7.95 Proofreader’s note:
There is an instance of inappropriate language on p.
192.

Born to Die • Angela K. Zehr; upper.
The setting of this story is Switzerland in the year 1527. Eighteen-yearold Annabelle wants life to continue
in the traditional way, happy and
undisturbed. But many people are
turning away from the state church
as a result of seeking the truth about
God and the Bible. One by one Annabelle’s own family members are baptized in the Anabaptist faith. All of Annabelle’s beliefs and relationships
are shaken, forcing her to consider things she would
rather ignore. Will she give in? 119 pages; paperback;
Ridgeway Publishing. #18065. $8.99

Flame and Ashes • Janet McNaughton;
middle/upper. Triﬃe is a rich tomboy who is somewhat spoiled. In
1892, a huge fire burns a large part
of her city, St. Johns, Newfoundland.
Papa’s shop and their beautiful house
are all burned down. Together with
the rest of the family, Triﬃe learns
to make do with what they still have,
and she becomes a more caring person in the process.
193 pages; hardcover; Scholastic. #14466. $17.50

Doe Sia • Kenneth Thomasma; middle/upper. Doe Sia is a Bannock girl
known for her bravery in saving a
little boy from drowning. Emma is
one of the Handcart Pioneers who
also has a reputation for courage.
After they meet and become friends,
they face a fierce mountain blizzard
together. Will they survive? 203
pages; Grandview Publishing. #11478. $7.99

Dolores and the Big Fire • Andrew Clements; lower. Dolores is a cat. She
lives in a house with Kyle. She is
scared and timid, so Kyle leaves the
lights on at night. But one night she
does a brave thing. The house is on
fire, so Dolores scratches Kyle’s face
to wake him up! Read this story to
see how she saves his life, but almost
dies herself. 32 pages; paperback; Simon and Schuster.
#14194. $3.99

Dusty • Thomas C. Hinkle; middle/
upper. When Dusty the wolfhound
pup is only nine days old a freak accident separates him from his mother.
He is adopted by a she-wolf named
Old Gray. Old Gray tries to instill in
Dusty the fear of men but only partially succeeds. Young Matt Henderson eventually catches Dusty and
tames him. Dusty is loyal to Matt, except when he runs
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Gopher Tales and Turtle Eggs • Alfred
Isaac; middle/upper. Children growing up in a rural setting, in the era
when cars and tractors replace
horses, find it an exciting time.
Drawn mainly from the author’s
memory, these adventures will
appeal to children and adults. 96
pages; paper; Isaac. #13883. $13.25

Hoover Dam • Elizabeth Mann; middle/upper. This is the story of the
taming of the wild Colorado River
and the building of the mighty
Hoover Dam. The years of planning, the dangerous working conditions, and the details of how the
dam was built are all explained by interesting text and
clear drawings and pictures. Forty-four pages plus a
large fold-out; paperback; Mikaya Press. #14093. $9.95
Proofreader’s note: There are two instances of inappropriate language in the small, italicized “Voices” sections
on pages 17 and 28. There is one reference to “millions
of years” on page 32.

I Survived: Five Epic Disasters • Lauren
Tarshis; middle/upper. This book
contains true stories of survival
written for older children, young
teens, and adults. Included are these
accounts: The Children’s Blizzard,
1888; The Titanic Disaster, 1912; The
Great Boston Molasses Flood, 1919;
The Japanese Tsunami, 2011; and
The Henryville Tornado, 2012. 166 pages; hardcover;
Scholastic Press. #14291. $12.99
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I Survived: Nature Attacks! • Lauren
Tarshis; middle/upper. This book
contains true stories of survival from
four diﬀerent nature attacks. These
stories are written for older children
and young teens, and the focus is on
young survivors. But many adults
will also enjoy reading these stories.
Included are these four accounts:
The Deadly Shark Attacks of 1916; The Great Peshtigo
Fire of 1871; A Venomous Box Jellyfish Attack; and The
Eruption of Mount Tambora. 166 pages; hardcover;
Scholastic Press. #14292. $12.99

Kansas Prairie Doctor • Benuel M. Fisher;
upper. Get a glimpse of the primitive
and exhausting life of a country doctor in the early 1900s. Doctor Benner faced the challenges of typhoid
fever, lockjaw, broken bones, appendicitis, and many other ailments
with little more than the instruments carried in his satchel. Read of
his practice on the Kansas prairie near the town of Peabody. 184 pages; paper; Fisher Publishing. #13704. $9.99

Little Pennsylvania Dutch Boy • Sharon
(Durksen) Schnupp Kuepfer; lower/
middle. Little Pennsylvania Dutch
Boy Series book 1. This is the true
story of seven-year-old Clair, a little boy growing up in Pennsylvania
during World War II. Read about
Daddy leaving them to serve in a
conscientious objectors’ camp. Listen as Mother explains a “blackout,” witness answers
to prayers about things big and small, and feel the joy
as the family is reunited. A recipe for traditional Dutch
Mennonite food follows each chapter. 96 pages; paper;
Mastof Press. #13947. $7.95

Matthew Grady Loves His Enemy •
Samuel D. Coon; lower/middle. A beautiful book that illustrates nonresistance. A young
Mennonite minister and his
wife show love to the villagers,
and they invite the people to
the small church where he preaches. But a priest from
another church hates the minister and has a plan to get
him to leave. Read this book, based on true happenings,
to see how God works and how love wins in the end. 36
pages; hardcover; Christian Light. #14230. $15.95
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Omkastoe • Kenneth Thomasma; middle/upper. Three hundred years ago,
the Blackfeet people knew nothing
of horses, or “elkdogs” as they would
later call them. They hunted buﬀalo
on foot, which was diﬃcult and dangerous. The people and their dogs
carried heavy loads as they traveled
from place to place. Read this book
to learn about that time, and get a glimpse of the wonder as they see their first elkdogs! 215 pages; Grandview
Publishing. #12465. $7.99

The Snow Walker • Margaret K. and
Charles M. Wetterer; middle. For
three days, the blizzard of 1888 raged
over the northeastern United States.
Twelve-year-old Milton Daub got
the idea that he could make some
snowshoes. His father helped. With
snowdrifts up to the second story
windows, it was the only safe way
to get around. He started on an errand to get milk for
his mother, but many neighbors called for him to get
things for them. He gained fame as the “snow walker”
who helped many people during this time of trouble. 48
pages; paperback; Millbrook Press. #13891. $6.95

Soun Tetoken • Kenneth Thomasma;
middle/upper. This is a story of a
young Nez Perce who found a coyote pup and inherited a wonderful
stallion. It is about growing up and
becoming a man. But it is also the
sad story of the running war the Nez
Perce fought defending themselves
from the U.S. Army as they tried
to escape war and fighting by moving to Canada. 262
pages; Grandview Publishing. #12934. $7.99

The Story of the Titanic • Beesley, Gracie, Lightoller, Bride; upper. This is
the story of the Titanic tragedy, told
by four survivors. Lawrence Beesley, Archibald Gracie, Commander
Lightoller, and Harold Bride each
tell in their own words what really
happened, each from their own
viewpoint. 320 pages; paperback;
Dover Publications. #12984. $9.95
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Tabitha’s Glory • Ruth Alberta Brown;
middle/upper. Opening day at Ivy
Hall is a great bustle of excitement
and greeting old friends. But who is
that lame, red-haired girl dressed in
rags? Glory has a rough time at the
school, and everyone else does too,
until Tabitha allows herself to put
into actions the compassion that is in
her heart. Other girls follow suit, and another delightful, exciting year unfolds. But the biggest surprise of
all awaits at the end of the school year! This reprint is
a sequel to Tabitha at Ivy Hall. 192 pages; paperback;
PrairieView Press. #14436. $9.95

Tornado Boy • Thomas C. Hinkle; middle/upper. Out of the old West comes
this story of a fine blue roan horse,
naturally endowed with a gentle
spirit and keen sense. A young ranch
hand, Jim, rescues Tornado Boy
from the quicksand, only to lose him
when horse rustlers sweep through.
The graceful horse faces a wild stallion, an ice storm, a grizzly bear, Crazy Barney, and a
cattle stampede. A captivating book for young readers.
252 pages; paperback; Lone Oak Books. #14151. $7.95

What Do You Find in a Coral Reef?
• Megan Kopp; lower/middle.
Brightly illustrated book describing the diﬀerent living and nonliving things that all contribute
to a healthy, amazing coral reef
ecosystem. 24 pages; paperback;
Crabtree Publishing Co. #14072.
$7.95

Thomas Edison • Janet & Geoﬀ Benge;
middle/upper. This book tells the
story of Thomas Edison’s life, from
when he was a young lad inadvisably
playing with fire until he became
a renowned inventor. This wellresearched book tells the story without covering up his problems. His
mind and hands were always busy,
tackling the next challenge or idea. But his family life
suﬀered, and there were times when the debt was piled
high. A good book to learn the history of the late 1800s
and early 1900s. 203 pages; paperback; Emerald Books.
#14074. $9.99 Proofreader’s note: There is one instance
of inappropriate language on page 183.

Three Foolish Sisters (book 15) • W.G. Van
de Hulst; lower. Stories Children
Love series, book 15. Three little
sisters are walking down the path,
pulling a wagon. Their little brother
is riding in the wagon. They see an
open gate at the edge of the Baron’s
land. Do they dare go in? What do
they find? What terrible predicament do they get into? How will they find little brother?
Suitable for beginning readers. 48 pages; paperback;
Inheritance Publications. #14433. $6.95

Ti Neg • Shirlee Litwiller; lower. A
pleasant book about the everyday
life of a family in Haiti, written for
young children. They will enjoy
and learn from the simple text and
delightful line drawings on every
page. 43 pages; paper; Litwiller.
#14059. $4.75
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What Do You Find on a Saguaro Cactus?
• Megan Kopp; lower/middle.
Nicely illustrated book for young
children, describing the desert and the diﬀerent living and
non-living things that make up
a saguaro cactus ecosystem. 24
pages; paperback; Crabtree Publishing Co. #14073. $7.95

Wilfred Grenfell • Linda Finlayson;
middle/upper. As a schoolboy, Wilfred could hardly concentrate on his
studies. There was so much to be
explored in the outdoors! As he grew
to manhood, his love of adventure
and never-tiring nature was turned
into a great asset. Up and down the
coast of Labrador he sailed, stopping
at little fishing villages to give medical care and preach
the gospel. Hospitals were built, schools started, and
the craft industry developed, all a result of Dr. Grenfell’s tireless eﬀorts. 135 pages; paperback; Christian
Focus Publications. #14319. $8.99
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Young Prince Hubert • Sidney Baldwin, revised by Joan Martin;
middle. What shall be done about
the spoiled, selfish prince? He will
not grow up to be a good king. A
wise courtier suggests a plan and
the king agrees. Young Prince
Hubert is sent to live among the
peasants. Read this story to see
his transformation into a compassionate, hard-working
young man who understands hardship. Young lads on a
similar journey will enjoy reading this book. 75 pages;
paperback; Hoover Design. #14200. $5.95

Order from
Gospel Publishers
P.O. Box 230, Moundridge, Kansas 67107
Telephone 620-345-2532. Fax 620-345-2582
www. gospelpublishers.com/usa
Email orders@gospelpublishers.com
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